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Enhancing OpenMP and Its Implementation
for Programming Multicore Systems
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Department of Computer Science
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Houston, TX 77089

E-mail: {chapman,leihuang}@cs.uh.edu

A large body of existing, sequential applications must be migrated to multicore platforms
with maximum transparency. To achieve this, techniques for automatic parallelization must
be pushed to their limits, and current shared memory programming paradigms must be recon-
sidered with respect to their ease of use, performance characteristics and ability to support a
wide range of programming needs. Despite advances in automated and dynamic exposure of
exploitable parallelism, the application developer will frequently need to support the process of
code migration by making the parallelism in a program explicit. One of the most straightfor-
ward ways in which this can be done is by inserting the directives or pragmas of the portable
OpenMP shared memory programming interface, a de facto standard.

In this paper we discuss the programming implications of this radical change in the approach
to building mainstream processors. We briefly consider the suitability of existing and recently
proposed programming models to satisfy multicore application development needs, arguing that
OpenMP is the most broadly appropriate of them for higher level multicore programming. Yet
OpenMP was designed before the multicore “revolution”. We discuss some ways in which the
implementation of OpenMP might be improved to meet scalability demands posed by emerging
platforms and introduce a potential extension that might simplify application development in
some cases. We briefly discuss our own OpenMP implementation. Finally, we offer our con-
clusions on the ability of the state of the art in programming models and their implementations
to satisfy the needs of multicore programming.

1 Introduction

All major computer vendors are aggressively introducing a new generation of hardware
that incorporates multiple cores on a chip, sometimes with additional simultaneous multi-
threading capabilities and potentially along with other kinds of hardware, such as accelera-
tor boards. The number of cores configured is expected to grow rapidly, so that even in the
relatively short term we can expect a single chip to support the execution of a few hundred
threads. Thus almost all future platforms will directly support parallel applications. There
is great variety in chip design, especially in the amount and nature of resource sharing be-
tween threads on a given system. With more on-chip memory and potentially shared cache
and data paths, resource sharing may benefit, and resource contention among threads may
adversely affect, performance. With their high computation density, program performance
and energy utilization must be balanced on chip multithreading hardware. The implications
for software design, development, deployment and support are enormous.

The first generation of multicore platforms may not require parallel programs; future
generations will. As the growth in single-threaded performance stagnates, the drive to
higher levels of performance will inevitable involve the exploitation of some amount of
application parallelism. In the medium term, the power of these platforms will undoubtedly
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lead to considerable software innovation. We expect to see a growth in the deployment of
modularized applications, where different concurrently active components may interact to
achieve specified goals. The ability to process vast amounts of data more quickly will most
likely lead to a strong reliance on visualization of the results for human processing. Other
kinds of interfaces may become highly sophisticated.

A large body of existing sequential applications must also be adapted to execute on
these new computing platforms. One or more high-level programming models are urgently
needed if existing applications in business, techology and science are to be reasonably
smoothly migrated to them. In addition to the fairly well-known typical needs of the HPC
community, which is experienced in parallel program application development and mi-
gration, such requirements as time to market, cost of application development and mainte-
nance, and software reliability, must be considered. In some situations, more modest levels
of parallelism, including partial program parallelization, may be sufficient. This genera-
tion of platforms also inherently requires power consumption to be taken into account and
this may influence the application migration strategy. The launching of heterogeneous
systems into the marketplace introduces unprecedented levels of architectural complexity
at the very time when simplified approaches to program parallelization are most urgently
desired. It is not yet clear whether a single programming model may meet all needs or
whether, for example, a programming model might need to be combined with prepackaged
or customized libraries for the exploitation of certain kinds of hardware. Finally, there ap-
pears to be at least a partial convergence between the needs of the embedded market and
the general-purpose computing market and it is worthwhile to explore whether the same,
or essentially similar, programming models may be applied in both.

Today, programs are manually parallelized via an appropriate API. For shared memory
systems, PThreads1 and OpenMP2 are the most widely available. Whereas PThreads often
requires major reorganization of a program’s structure, the insertion of OpenMP directives
is often straightforward. However, current OpenMP does not yet provide features for the
expression of locality and modularity that may be needed for multicore applications.

Adaptation of existing techniques to implement programming models on multicore
platforms will require some non-trivial modification on the part of the compiler and its
execution environment too. A trend to simplify aspects of the hardware will place a greater
burden on the compiler to provide a suitable instruction schedule. Strategies for exploiting
on-chip accelerators and general purpose graphics processors (GPGPUs) will need to be
developed if they are to be transparently exploited where suitable. The potentially reduced
amount of cache per thread will require careful evaluation of existing techniques with re-
spect to their memory consumption. Loop nest optimization strategies in parallel code will
need to take sharing in the memory hierarchy into account. For systems where resources
are available for it, runtime monitoring and optimization may provide the best means of
adapting a program to its environment.

In this paper, we first discuss the recent architectural innovations and some potential
implications for the programmer. Then in Section 3 we review current parallel program-
ming approaches in the light of these developments. We next introduce OpenMP, a widely
available shared memory application programming interface (API) that is one of the can-
didates for multicore programming. We describe some possible ways in which imple-
mentations may be improved to satisfy the needs of emerging platforms. In Section 6 we
introduce a potential enhancement to OpenMP to support locality and modularity. Next,
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we give an overview of our implementation, the OpenUH compiler. Finally, we draw some
conclusions on the current state of technology with respect to its ability to support parallel
programming on multicores.

2 The Chip Multithreading Revolution

Chip MultiThreading (CMT)3 is being deployed in servers, desktops, embedded systems
and in the components of large-scale computing platforms. It may be implemented through
several physical processor cores in one chip (multicore or Chip MultiProcessing, CMP).
Each core may be configured with features that enable it to maintain the state of multiple
threads simultaneously (Simultaneous multithreading, SMT). SMT allows several inde-
pendent threads to issue instructions to a superscalar’s multiple function units each cycle
and can greatly increase the number of threads that may execute concurrently on a given
platform. SMT threads executing within a core share hardware resources. While a proces-
sor core has its own resources (e.g. pipeline, L1 cache), it will share some of them with
other cores. Existing CMT server processors include IBM’s POWER4 and POWER5, Sun
Microsystem’s UltraSPARC IV, UltraSPARC T1 and UltraSPARC T2, the AMD Opteron,
and the Itanium 2 dual-core. The competition for the desktop market is intense, with
offerings including AMD’s dual-core Athlon 64X2 and Intel’s dual-core Xeon, Pentium
D, Core Duo and Core 2 Duo. Current multicore/multithreaded processors differ greatly
from each other in terms of the extent of sharing of processor resources, the interconnect,
supported logical threads per core and power consumption. For example, the two cores
of the UltraSPARC IV are almost completely independent except for the shared off-chip
data paths, while the Power4 processor has two cores with shared L2 cache to facilitate
fast inter-chip communication between threads. The effects of sharing and contention, the
great variety and potentially hierarchical nature of sharing between threads, constitutes one
of the greatest challenges of multicore application development. Together with a reduction
in the amount of on-chip memory per thread, and the sharing of bandwidth to main mem-
ory, the need to conserve memory and to access data in ways that make good use of the
memory hierarchy is one of the most pressing challenges of the multicore revolution from
the application developer’s perspective.

In the near future, more cores will be integrated into one processor with even more
functionality, greater flexibility, and advanced power management. Products incorporating
4 and 8 cores are already on the market. In the coming years we are likely to see tens to
hundreds of cores per processor. Processor cores will be linked by fast on-core intercon-
nects with new topologies. Caches may become reconfigurable, enabling global sharing
or exclusive access by a group of cores. There will need to be more memory on chip and
close to the cores. Cache coherency will become increasingly expensive as the number of
cores grow, so that machines with many cores may not provide it. Moreover, new designs
emphasize the projected need for heterogeneity of the computing elements. Some promote
heterogeneous architectures as a way to provide support for sequential parts of programs,
which may run on a powerful core, while many lightweight cores are used to run parallel
parts of a code. Others emphasize the power-saving characteristics of accelerators and yet
others consider such components as graphics programming units to be essential for the an-
ticipated workload. The different hardware units configured on a board - general-purpose
multicore processors, FPGAs, general purpose GPUs, SIMD co-processors, and more -
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may have different instruction sets and vastly different characteristics. It may be necessary
to transfer data explicitly between different parts of the system.

There are more changes in store. With their high computational density, CMT plat-
forms will need to balance high performance and energy saving needs. Almost all current
processor designs incorporate energy saving features to enhance performance-per-watt via
dynamical frequency and voltage adjusting and this will need to be taken into account in
the programming model. A single multicore machine may be virtualized to several unified
machines to hide the underlying complexity and diversity, and to relieve security concerns.
Hardware-assisted transactional memory might be available as a standard feature. Individ-
ual cores are expected to become simpler in their structure. Hardware support for branch
prediction may become a thing of the past, for example, since it typically requires a buffer
to record which path was actually taken when a given branch was previously encountered.
When (on-chip) memory is at a premium, this may be jettisoned. Similarly, hardware
support for out-of-order execution may no longer be available.

The implications of these changes are nothing short of dramatic. Programs must be
multithreaded to take advantage of these systems, yet the overwhelming majority of non-
HPC codes in Fortran, C, C++ and other languages is sequential. There will be a new set of
rules for optimizing programs, with a premium placed on making good use of the memory
hierarchy. Application developers may need to learn how to exploit hardware features such
as graphics units for general-purpose programming. These changes also place substantial
additional burdens upon the compiler and its runtime environment. They require care-
ful reconsideration of parallel programming models and their implementations. Compiler
translation strategies for shared memory models must be rethought to take resource shar-
ing and contention characteristics of these new systems into account, and to deal with the
implications of energy saving and virtualization. Support for heterogeneity and program
translation for some kinds of accelerators poses a great challenge to implementors.

3 Potential Programming Models

Given the potentially prohibitive cost of manual parallelization using a low-level program-
ming model, it is imperative that programming models and environments be provided that
offer a reasonably straightforward means of adapting existing code and creating future
parallel programs. From the application developer’s perspective, the ideal model would, in
many cases, just be the sequential one. Automatic parallelization, especially for loop nests,
has been pursued over several decades. Yet despite advances in the required analyses, static
compilers still only perform this successfully for simple, regular codes. The problems are
well known: unknown variable values, especially in array subscript expressions, lead to
conservative assumptions that prevent the parallelization of important code portions. Re-
cent research has successfully used dynamic compilation to improve this process4–6. This
may increase the viability of automatic parallelization, but it is not likely to unleash the
levels of parallelism required for a successful exploitation of multicore hardware.

Parallel programming models designed for High Performance Computing (HPC) such
as MPI, UPC7, Co-Array Fortran8, and Titanium9, may be implemented on a multicore
platform but do not seem to be an appropriate vehicle for the migration of most mainstream
applications. They provide the advantage that they permit, or require, the programmer
to create code that makes the locality of data explicitly. Unfortunately, some of these
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models require major code reorganization: in particular, those that offer a “local” view of
computation, such as MPI and Co-Array Fortran, expect the entire program to be rewritten
to construct the local code and hence do not permit incremental parallelization. Perhaps
worse, they are likely to be wasteful of memory. The drawbacks of memory hierarchies
may be experienced without the ability to exploit any possible benefits of cache sharing.

The “HPCS” programming languages Fortress10, Chapel11, and X1012 were designed
to support highly productive programming of emerging petascale computers. They pro-
vide a wealth of new ideas related to correctness, locality and efficiency of shared memory
updates that may eventually influence programming at the multicore level. The different
languages offer these features at different levels of expressivity and abstraction, potentially
providing a choice for the programmer. They also have much in common, including the
assumption of a structured architecture with a shared address space, and features for ex-
ploiting atomic updates to regions of code. Designed for high-end computing, the HPCS
languages may not be intuitive enough for widespread use, and there are many different
features among them that have yet to be tested in any realistic scenario. Nevertheless, fea-
tures proposed here and experiences implementing them might point the way to innovative
approaches to simplifying the task of creating efficient code for multicore machines.

The recently introduced Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB)13 utilizes generic pro-
gramming to provide parallel template classes and functions for C++ programs. However,
its use typically requires many changes to the sequential application. The mainstream
thread-based programming models, PThreads and OpenMP, are a natural fit for CMT plat-
forms. PThreads provides an extremely flexible shared memory programming model. But
the high amount of code reorganization it requires, and the difficulty of determining cor-
rectness of PThreads codes (some developers found that its use tripled software devel-
opment costs14), make it suited only for those who are willing to make this investment.
Moreover, a library-based approach has inherent problems due to the lack of a memory
model. Directive-based OpenMP programs largely avoid these drawbacks (although the
incorrect usage of its features may introduce data races) but performance gains under ex-
isting translation strategies are sometimes modest unless the program’s cache behaviour is
analyzed and improved.

Transactions15, borrowed from the database arena where there may be a large number
of distinct, concurrent updates with little danger of conflict, could be used to provide a
relatively simple programming model that overcomes drawbacks of lock-based synchro-
nization. Transactions are optimistically performed; a subsequent check is required to
ensure that no other concurrently executing transactions have read or written any data that
it has updated. If there is such a conflict, then the transaction must be nullified, either by
“undoing” it (a rollback) or by not committing the changes until after the check. Small
transactional units that keep/extend object-oriented properties may be useful for many ap-
plications, especially those in which there is much concurrency with low expectation for
conflict. But transactions are not without their downside: if the likelihood of rollbacks is
high, the system may perform poorly, their use requires significant changes to a sequen-
tial application, and debugging may be extremely difficult. Transactional memory can be
implemented using hardware, software or their combination. The provision of hardware
support for transactions means that this might be an appealing part of a future programming
model. On its own, the notion of a transaction is insufficient to allow for the expression of
the many kinds of parallelism that need to be exploited in a general-purpose setting.
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A suitable thread-based programming model for general-purpose multicore program-
ming must provide performance and portability along with comparative ease of program-
ming. The last of these implies that the model will not just facilitate application develop-
ment, as well as the migration of existing code, but also help reduce the effort involved
in code maintenance, extension, and testing. Such a model has to support the expression
of multiple granularities of parallelism, should provide reasonable scalability in general
and must be appropriate for object-oriented programming paradigms. It needs to permit
the exploitation of fine-grained parallelism and the hardware’s shared memory hierarchy
(at least indirectly), yet must attempt to avoid the shared memory programming pitfalls of
traditional lock-based synchronization and data race conditions.

While there are likely to be several successful approaches to multicore programming,
we believe that a relatively modest set of interfaces will be widely supported. At the high
level, OpenMP is a portable, shared memory parallel programming that has been suc-
cessfully deployed on small-to-medium shared memory systems (SMPs) and large-scale
distributed shared memory platforms (DSMs) as well as several existing multicore ma-
chines. Its current version 2.52 is, at the time of writing, about to be replaced by OpenMP
3.0, which includes features that greatly extend its range of applicability. Indeed, one of
the biggest advantages of OpenMP is the fact that it is maintained by a large group of
vendors, and several research organizations, who are members of the OpenMP Architec-
ture Review Board. Collectively these institutions are committed to supporting and further
evolving OpenMP to meet a wide variety of programming needs, especially with respect
to multicore and other multithreading platforms.

4 OpenMP

OpenMP is a collection of directives, library routines and environment variables that may
be used to parallelize Fortran, C and C++ programs for execution on shared memory plat-
forms. There is also at least one commercial implementation of OpenMP on clusters16.
The idea behind OpenMP is that the user specifies the parallelization strategy for a pro-
gram at a high level by annotating the program code; the implementation must then work
out the detailed mapping of the computation it contains to the machine. Note that it is also
the user’s responsibility to perform any code modifications needed prior to the insertion of
OpenMP constructs. The difficulty of this effort will depend on the amount of parallelism
inherent in the algorithm employed and the details of the coding techniques and style. In
particular, it requires that dependences that might inhibit parallelization are detected and
where possible, removed from the code.

Among the potential benefits of this programming interface are the fact that, with a
little care, only one version of a program is required: if the program is compiled without the
compiler’s OpenMP option enabled, sequential machine code will be generated. Moreover,
it is possible to incrementally create a parallel program version, parallelizing and testing
one part of the code and then working on another portion if additional speedup is desired.

The language features in OpenMP enable the user to indicate the regions of the pro-
gram that should be executed in parallel, and to state how the work in those regions should
be shared among the available resources. Threads are started (or woken up) at the begin-
ning of a parallel region, which is the portion of code that is dynamically contained within
the structured region marked by a parallel directive (and corresponding end directive in
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Fortran). The threads terminate or are put to sleep at the end of a parallel region. The work
inside such a region may be executed by all threads, by just one thread, by distributing
the iterations of loops to the executing threads, by distributing different sections of code
to threads, and any combination of these. OpenMP also allows for nested parallelism, as
threads working on a parallel region may encounter another parallel directive and start up
new threads to handle it. Nested parallelism can dynamically create and exploit teams of
threads and is well-suited to codes that may change their workloads over time. Further,
OpenMP provides routines with which a thread may obtain its unique (within a region)
identifier, and the total number of threads executing a region. This enables the application
programmer to write code that explicitly assigns work to threads. As a result, OpenMP per-
mits both “high level” compiler-directed parallelization and “low level”, explicitly parallel
programming.

OpenMP has strong roots in efforts of the late 1980s17, 18 to create a standard for shared
memory programming. Not surprisingly, therefore, it is particularly suitable for scien-
tific programming, where there are often many loops that can be parallelized. However,
OpenMP 2.5 expects loops to be countable; many typical loops in C codes, where lists
and other structures may be traversed via a pointer, cannot be dealt with. OpenMP 3.0 is
designed to overcome this limitation and to enhance several existing features of the stan-
dard. In particular, it extends support for nested parallelism so that if multiple parallel
regions are active at a given time, they may have different defaults, and may be clearly
distinguished from one another if the algorithm requires it. Thus the range of applications
that are amenable to OpenMP parallelization is significantly expanded, and the expression
of multiple levels of parallelism is becoming more straightforward.

5 Improving The OpenMP Implementation

Most OpenMP compilers translate OpenMP into multithreaded code with calls to a custom
runtime library in a straightforward manner, either via outlining19, inlining20 or an SPMD
scheme21 for clusters. Since many details of execution, such as the number of iterations
in a loop nest that is to be distributed to the threads, and the number of threads that will
participate in the work of a parallel region, are often not known in advance, much of the
actual work of assigning computations must be performed dynamically. Part of the imple-
mentation complexity lies in ensuring that the presence of OpenMP constructs does not
impede sequential optimization in the compiler. An efficient runtime library to manage
program execution is essential.

Implementations generally strictly follow the OpenMP semantics. For example, an
OpenMP parallel loop is executed in parallel even if it is not profitable. Alternative ap-
proaches might fruitfully use OpenMP constructs as a simple means for the application
developer to convey information to the compiler and its runtime system. The implemen-
tation then has the freedom to translate the code to best match the system. A drawback
of such an interpretation of OpenMP is that the performance of the resulting code may
be less transparent. However, there are many benefits, including a potential reduction in
synchronization costs, and the exploitation of a variety of optimization techniques. For
example,the NANOS compiler22 has translated an extended OpenMP to a Hierarchical
Task Graph to exploit multi-level parallelism. Our own work has shown the usefulness of
compile-time analyses to improve data locality (including performing a wide-area data pri-
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vatization23) as well as to reduce synchronization overheads statically. An OpenMP-aware
parallel data flow analysis would enable the application of a variety of standard (sequential)
optimizations to an OpenMP code.

Other translation strategies may be beneficial. In earlier work, we defined and im-
plemented the translation of OpenMP to a data flow execution model24 that relied on the
SMARTS25 runtime system. Under this approach, the compiler transforms an OpenMP
code to a collection of sequential tasks and a task graph that indicates their execution
constraints. The mapping of tasks to threads may be static or dynamic. Eliminating con-
straints in the task graph at run time, and assigning tasks to threads to support data reuse,
are the main optimizations in this work. The strategy, which could form the basis for an
implementation of the tasking features of OpenMP 3.0, demonstrated the potential of such
an approach for reducing synchronization overhead. Performance was enhanced when
compile-time information was exploited to improve over a fully dynamic allocation of
tasks to threads.

!$OMP PARALLEL
!$OMP DO

do j = 1 , N
do i = 2 , N

A( i , j ) =A( i , j )−B( i , j )∗A( i−1, j )
end do

end do
!$OMP END DO
!$OMP DO

do i = 1 , N
do j = 2 , N

A( i , j ) =A( i , j )−B( i , j ) ∗ A( i , j−1)
end do

end do
!$OMP END DO

(a) The ADI OpenMP Kernel

(b) Standard OpenMPExecution
(c) Macro-pipelinedExecution

Figure 1. The ADI Kernel code using OpenMP.

Other work has pointed out the usefulness of more flexible implementation strategies.
For instance, consider the ADI kernel written in Fortran and OpenMP shown in Fig. 1(a).
The outer loop of the first loop nest is parallelized so that each thread accesses a contiguous
set of columns of the array A. The outer loop of the second loop nest is also parallelizable,
but as a result each thread accesses a contiguous set of rows of A. The static OpenMP
standard execution model is shown in Fig. 1(b), and it can be easily seen that it has poor
data locality. Even though we can interchange the second loop so that it also accesses A
in columns, speedup is limited as a result of the overheads of the DO loop and the lack
of data locality; the effects of this can be easily observed. An improved implementation
strategy would create a version in which threads access the same data and the second loop
is executed in a macro-pipelined manner. The task graph for this transformed code is shown
in Fig. 1(c); at run time, this results in a macro-loop pipeline wavefront computation that
enables data locality reuse.

The state of the art in static and dynamic optimization must be adapted in a variety of
ways to meet the needs of multicore platforms. Compilers often rely on analytical mod-
els of both applications and platforms to guide program transformations, especially loop
transformations. Numerous cost models have been proposed for superscalar architectures
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26, 27, including for cache modelling 28–30. This work needs to be extended to multicore
systems. Parallel program performance models may be used to offer qualitative insights
31, or estimate the performance of parallel programs32, 33. However, only very lightweight
approaches have been employed in compilation. For example, to decide if parallelization
is profitable, a simple heuristic based on the size of the loop body and iteration space is
used in SUIF. A simple fork-join model34 has been used to derive a threshold for dynamic
serialization of OpenMP. Jin et al.35 present an analytical model to optimize reductions on
SMPs. Improved models that take the features of OpenMP fully into account might help
the OpenMP implementation choose the number of threads to execute a parallel region or
determine the most appropriate schedule for execution of a loop by multiple threads. It
might also support the development of dynamic optimization strategies. Forms of empir-
ical tuning must be experimented with in order to provide the best possible translation of
long-running programs.

6 Thread Subteams: An Extension to OpenMP

OpenMP provides the benefits of incremental parallelism and direct support for shared
memory, but it is hard to write a program that scales to high thread counts. Sometimes there
may be insufficient parallelism in individual loop nests; at other times, a good deal of effort
may be required to reorganize loops to make good use of the memory hierarchy. The need
for careful placement of work and data across a multicore system has been demonstrated
by a number of publications. The OpenMP approach is to allow the user to influence this
implicitly, or to exploit the OS to do so. Yet existing methods do not work well with nested
parallelism. Although many OSs and compilers have provided support for thread affinity
at a single level, there is no support for thread team reuse at inner nesting levels, and no
guarantee that the same OS threads will be used at each invocation of parallel regions.
Static mappings of OpenMP threads to hardware at the start of execution cannot address
the placement of threads executing inner parallel regions. Yet inappropriate mappings
clearly have a negative effect on the overall application performance. The impact may be
profound on multi-core, multi-chip architectures.

In order to facilitate the use of a single level of nesting in situations where the dynamic
nature of nesting is not essential, and thereby to overcome the thread mapping problem, as
well as to enhance modularity by providing for the straightforward specification of multi-
ple concurrent activities, we have proposed the notion of subteams36. This might also form
the basis for statically identifying activities that are to be performed on specific hardware
components. The motivation for this OpenMP extension came from our experiences par-
allelizing different applications with OpenMP. Our inability to control the assignment of
work to subsets of threads in the current thread team and to orchestrate the work of different
threads artificially limited the performance that we could achieve. This relatively simple
language feature allows us to bind the execution of a worksharing or barrier construct to
a subset of threads in the current team. We introduced an onthreads clause that may be
applied to a work-sharing directive so that only the threads in the specified subteam partic-
ipate in its work, including any barrier operations encountered. Conceptually, a subteam
is similar to a process subgroup in the MPI context. The user may control how threads
are subdivided to suit application needs. To synchronize the actions of multiple subteams,
we may use existing OpenMP constructs and take advantage of the shared memory. The
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subteam feature is also useful in developing efficient hybrid MPI+OpenMP programs. The
organization of threads into subteams will allow developers to use OpenMP worksharing
constructs to assign different threads to work on communication and computation so as to
overlap them. We have implemented this subteam concept in the OpenUH compiler20.

6.1 Thread Subteam Syntax

We have proposed to add one clause ONTHREADS 36 to the existing OpenMP workshar-
ing directives, which include omp for/do, omp section, omp single, and omp workshare,
in order to enhance OpenMP’s ability to support modularity and scalability. The clause
specifies the subteam of threads from the current team that share the workload; it does not
imply a thread-to-hardware mapping, but the mapping may be achieved implicitly e.g. via
OS support, as we may assign work flexibly to threads without nested parallel regions. The
syntax of the clause is as follows:

onthreadsclause : onthreads ( threadset )

threadset : scalar integer expression
| subscript-triplet
| threadset , threadset

subscript : scalar integer expression
subscript-triplet : [subscript]:[subscript][:stride]
stride : scalar integer expression

There are many potential extensions of this idea to facilitate the creation and modifica-
tion of subteams and their reuse in multiple parallel regions. We could define a name for
a subteam and reuse it later or allow the execution of an arbitrary piece of code within a
parallel region to be restricted to a subteam. Barriers could be restricted by the onthreads
clause.

6.1.1 Experiments with Thread Subteams

Multi-zone application benchmarks were developed as an extension to the original NAS
Parallel Benchmarks37. They involve solving the BT, SP, and LU benchmarks on collec-
tions of loosely coupled discretization meshes (or zones). Together with colleagues at
NASA Ames Research Center, we have compared the performance of four versions of
these codes using OpenMP nested parallelism (2 versions), OpenMP with the subteam
implementation, and hybrid MPI+OpenMP, respectively38. The hybrid MPI+OpenMP
implementation exploits two levels of parallelism in the multi-zone benchmark in which
OpenMP is applied for fine grained intra-zone parallelization and MPI is used for coarse
grained inter-zone parallelization. The nested OpenMP implementation is based on the
two-level approach of the hybrid version except that OpenMP is used for both levels of
parallelism. The subteam version was derived from the nested OpenMP version, where we
added the “onthread” clause to specify the subteam assignment on the inner level parallel
regions for orphaned “omp do” constructs.
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The experiments were conducted on an SGI Altix 3700BX2 system that is one of the 20
nodes in the Columbia supercomputer installed at NASA Ames Research Center. The Al-
tix BX2 node has 512 Intel Itanium 2 processors with ccNUMA architecture, each clocked
at 1.6 GHz and containing 9 MB on-chip L3 data cache. Although it is not a multicore
system, it enabled us to experiment with high thread counts. Moreover, the non-uniform
memory access feature approximates the memory hierarchy of multicores. Fig. 2 presents
the results. The notation “M X N” denotes the number of zones formed for the first level
of parallelism (M) and the number of threads (N) for the second level of parallelism within
each group. The subteam and hybrid versions scaled very well up to 256 CPUs, but the
nested parallelism versions performed poorly when we used more than 32 threads. More-
over, the code for the subteam version is much simpler than the other versions. The reason
why the subteam and hybrid versions are close in performance is that both of them enable a
similar data layout and reuse the data efficiently. A further study based on hardware coun-
ters showed that the versions based on nested parallelism have a high number of stalled
cycles and L3 cache misses, indicating poor data reuse.

Figure 2. Comparison of subteams with equivalent versions of BT multizone benchmark.

7 The OpenUH Compiler

Our implementation efforts are based upon our OpenUH20 compiler, a branch of
the open source Open64 compiler suite for C, C++, and Fortran 95, to which we
have added OpenMP 2.5 support. It generates native code for the IA-64, IA-32
and Opteron Linux ABI standards. For other platforms, an optimized version of
the source code is produced in which OpenMP constructs have been replaced by
calls to the compiler’s portable runtime library. Our efforts form part of the official
source code tree of Open64 (http://open64.sourceforge.net), which makes results avail-
able to the entire community. It is also directly and freely available via the web
(http://www.cs.uh.edu/∼openuh).

The major functional parts of the compiler are the front ends, the inter-language inter-
procedural analyzer (IPA) and the middle-end/back end, which is further subdivided into
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the loop nest optimizer, OpenMP translation module, global optimizer, and code genera-
tor. A variety of state-of-the-art analyses and transformations are performed, sometimes at
multiple levels. Open64’s interprocedural array region analysis uses the linear constraint-
based technique proposed by Triolet to create a DEF/USE region for each array access;
these are merged and summarized at the statement level, at basic block level, and for an
entire procedure. Dependence analysis uses the array regions and procedure summariza-
tion to eliminate false or assumed dependencies in the loop nest dependence graph. Both
array region and dependence analysis use the symbolic analyzer, based on the Omega in-
teger test. We have enhanced the original interprocedural analysis module24, designing
and implementing a new call graph algorithm that provides exact call chain information,
and have created Dragon39 to export analysis details for browsing. We have integrated the
compiler with several performance tools to enable selective instrumentation as well as the
exploitation of performance data for enhanced optimization40.

OpenMP is lowered relatively early in the translation process to enable optimization of
the explicitly parallel code. To also support high-level program optimizations prior to the
replacement of OpenMP constructs by suitably modified program code and runtime library
calls, we have worked on the specification and implementation of a parallel data flow
analysis41. We have also implemented the subteam extensions described in this paper36

and are in the process of implementing the tasking features of OpenMP 3.0 as described in
Section 5. The output makes calls to our runtime library, which is based on PThreads.

7.1 Cost Modelling for OpenMP on Multicore

Cost modelling plays an important role in several phases of OpenUH. The original Open64
static cost model42 evaluates different combinations of loop optimizations, using con-
straints to avoid an exhaustive search. It has an explicit processor model, a cache model
and a parallel overhead model. The processor model includes instruction scheduling and
register pressure, and is based on the processor’s computational resources, latencies and
registers. The cache model helps to predict cache misses and the cycles required to start up
inner loops. It creates instruction footprints, which represent the amount of data referenced
in cache for a given instruction. The parallel model was designed to support automatic par-
allelization by evaluating the cost involved in parallelizing a loop, and to decide which loop
level to parallelize. It mainly calculates loop body execution cycles plus parallel and loop
iteration overheads. These models are fairly complex but also make simplified assumptions
(e.g. fixed 3 cycle loop overhead per loop iteration and 2600 cycles for any thread startup).

This pre-existing Open64 cost model has been significantly revised, in particular to
reflect the properties of OpenMP code, and overheads of OpenMP constructs, at the high
level43. We are further extending it to reflect multicore features, including traditional in-
formation about each core such as the instruction set associated with both cycle and energy
cost, available function units, latencies, and registers. These are grouped together using
models for their connectivity and topology. The cache model will be extended to reflect
sharing properties, and used to predict both cache usage as well as the associated energy
consumption. New penalties will be added to reflect contention delay. Since we need to be
able to optimize for both performance and energy, we require a parameterized cost model
to enhance performance-per-watt of OpenMP applications. We plan to add existing energy
models for embedded processors into our cost modelling and extend them to accommodate
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modern multicores. The model is expected to detect inter-thread resource contention and
test different optimizations and scheduling approaches considering performance-per-watt.

We expect the resulting cost model to have the power and flexibility needed to permit
both static and dynamic compilation phases to evaluate a much greater number of possible
transformations than in previous empirical approaches, and to be able to focus on specific
aspects of an application’s execution cost. We envision its use in the analysis and predic-
tion of differently-behaving thread (sub)teams, for giving advice on whether SMT threads
should be used, and for choosing optimal OpenMP execution parameters such as the num-
ber of threads for executing a construct, the task-thread-core mapping, and selecting a loop
scheduling policy.

8 Conclusions

The new generation of computer architectures introduces many challenges for application
developer and compiler writer alike. The need to provide a simple programming model
for multicore platforms that enables the successful exploitation of heterogeneous, hierar-
chically parallel processors with good levels of energy efficiency is daunting. OpenMP is
a widely deployed shared-memory programming API that is currently being enhanced to
broaden the scope of its applicability while retaining its ease of use. It seems possible that
the judicious addition of language features to increase its power of expressivity, along with
an improved OpenMP implementation strategy, might permit this to become the high level
programming model of choice for general-purpose multicore programming. In this paper,
we have introduced one idea for enhancement of this model and have described several im-
plementation techniques that may improve its performance. But there is much to explore,
including the need to consider its use on architectural components with very limited mem-
ory, as well as strategies for making good decisions on the number of threads used and
for translating loop nests in a manner that takes complex memory sharing relationships
between threads into account. We believe that by carefully considering new features that
support locality, and enhancing the existing static and dynamic implementations, OpenMP
may provide an efficient vehicle for creating and maintaining a variety of programs on the
diverse range of future multicore architectures.
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